DAT Solutions Adds 5 TMS Integration Partners
Portland, OR – September [DATE] – DAT Solutions announces five additional partnerships with transportation
management software (TMS) providers that have integrated DAT products into their applications. Integration
enables TMS users to deploy DAT load boards and freight rate data within the TMS environment.
The TMS providers that integrate with DAT products are among the most popular transportation management
systems for freight brokers, carriers and shippers, including DAT’s own Keypoint® broker TMS.
“Transportation and logistics professionals rely on their TMS systems all day, every day, and DAT products are
integrated seamlessly into that experience,” said Neerav Shah, VP product management at DAT. “Over the past
ten years, DAT has been expanding our integration program to include as many TMS partner companies as
possible, to improve the efficiency and productivity of our mutual customers.”
DAT’s newest TMS integration partners include Efreightsolutions and Cloud Logistics, which now include freight
rate data on 65,000 point-to-point lanes from DAT RateView™. Solfinity, includes full access to DAT load
boards, enabling TMS users to post loads and search for trucks. Two more TMS providers, Revenova, LLC and
Primus Intellectual Solutions, now offer access to both DAT services: freight rates and load boards.
About DAT Solutions
DAT operates the largest truckload freight marketplace in North America. Transportation brokers, carriers, news
organizations and industry analysts rely on DAT for market trends and data insights derived from 141 million
forecasted freight matches in 2017, and a database of $33 billion of market transactions. Related services
include a comprehensive directory of companies with business history, credit, safety, insurance and company
reviews; broker transportation management software; authority, fuel tax, mileage, vehicle licensing, and
registration services; and carrier onboarding. Founded in 1978, DAT Solutions, LLC is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Roper Technologies (NYSE:ROP), a diversified technology company and constituent of the S&P
500, Fortune 1000 and Russell 1000 indices.
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